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In what will cheer the tourism industry and travellers, the Government has allowed fully 

vaccinated passengers from 82 countries to skip the mandatory quarantine period, from February 14. 

The requirement of compulsory on-arrival testing for passengers from certain countries identified as “at-

risk” has also been removed. These guidelines, from the Ministry of Health, apply to countries with 

whom India has a pact of reciprocity and include the U.K., the U.S., Canada, Australia and New Zealand, 

or those which see significant traffic in and out of India. Currently, India has air bubble agreements with 

35 countries. The Government had earlier moved to resume international flights from December 15, but 

withdrew the decision due to the Omicron variant. The tourism industry estimates that COVID-19 has 

caused losses of ₹150 lakh-crore since March 2020. Prior to the pandemic, India had at least 1.1 crore 

inbound tourists and 2.7 crore outbound tourists annually, say industry estimates, and the new 

relaxations appear to be in line to recoup these numbers. 

 

There are sound epidemiological reasons for the decision. India’s daily trajectory of fresh COVID-

19 cases is declining — from close to 3,00,000 cases a day on January 24, to around 58,000 cases a day 

now. It bears remembering that this precipitous fall — the speed of which is unusual compared to 

previous waves — is also due to a change in testing attitudes. The easy availability of rapid antigen tests 

that can be self-administered has seen more cases being registered outside the system of Government-

tracked RT-PCR testing and not reflecting in official case counts. Overall, while the relative mildness of 

the Omicron variant, compared to the Delta variant, has meant that many of those infected did not need 

hospitalisation, the availability of vaccines has also contributed to the third wave posing a diminished 

health threat. Though deaths continued to rise, it was not to the same degree as earlier though a full 

reckoning will take more time after excess death tallies from States start to become public. Finally, the 

varied results internationally from booster doses, in that they were not enough to deter transmission, 

have led to a broader acceptance that the coronavirus cannot be eliminated by vaccines alone but can 

be repelled, over time, with a mix of approaches such as wearing masks, vaccination and accepting short 

lockdowns. Moreover, there is also no situation where herd immunity will ensure elimination of a virus 

as breakthrough infections and reinfections are rife. The opening of schools and the normalising of air 

travel imply that the world must learn to prioritise equitable health care and improve hygiene — yet 

move forward, reclaim and repair the social and economic remnants of the pre-pandemic period. 

 

 cheer (verb) – encourage, comfort, 

 skip (verb) –  do without, pass over, bypass, 

ignore. 

 mandatory (adjective) – compulsory, 

obligatory, required. 

 apply to (verb) – be relevant, relate, concern. 

 pact (noun) – agreement, deal, contract. 

 reciprocity (noun) – exchange, trade-off, 

swap/switch, return. 

 bubble flight/air bubble (noun) – a bilateral 

arrangement between two countries under 

which airlines from both countries can operate 

international flights with a set of regulations 

and restrictions. 

 resume (verb) – restart, start again, 

recommence. 

 due to (phrase) – because of, owing to, on 

account of, as a result of. 

 inbound (adjective) – travelling to a country 

other than that of where they live. 

 outbound (adjective) – travelling out of your 

home country. 

 relaxation (noun) – the process of making a 

restriction/rule less strict. 

 in line to do something (phrase) – to have a 

very good chance of doing something.  

 recoup (verb) – regain, recover, get back 

(something lost). 

 sound (adjective) – well founded, valid, 

reasonable, logical, solid, reliable. 

 epidemiological (adjective) – relating to the 

study and analysis of the distribution, patterns 
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and determinants of health and disease 

conditions in defined populations. 

 trajectory (noun) – track/course, route, path, 

direction, approach. 

 bear (verb) – support, uphold, absorb. 

 precipitous (adjective) – sudden, unexpected, 

swift, abrupt. 

 fall (noun) – decline, drop, decrease, lessening, 

diminishing. 

 attitude (noun) – approach, perspective, 

stance, standpoint, position. 

 rapid antigen test (RAT) (noun) – It is a test on 

swabbed nasal samples that detects antigens 

(foreign substances that induce an immune 

response in the body) that are found on or 

within the SARS-CoV-2 virus. It is a point-of-

care test, performed outside the conventional 

laboratory setting, and is used to quickly 

obtain a diagnostic result. In a reliable rapid 

antigen detection test, the maximum duration 

for interpreting a positive or negative test is 30 

minutes. 

 self-administer (verb) – (of a drug etc.) be 

taken by a person to himself /herself. 

 reflect (verb) – indicate, show, display. 

 relative (adjective) – reasonable, a fair degree 

of, considerable; comparable, correlative. 

 pose (verb) – constitute, present, create, cause 

(a challenge or problem or danger or risk). 

 reckoning (noun) – opinion, judgement, 

evaluation. 

 deter (verb) – prevent, stop, avert. 

 lead to (verb) – result in, cause, bring about.  

 repel (verb) – fight off, repulse, drive away, 

force back, push back. 

 breakthrough infections (noun) – people 

getting infections after they are fully 

vaccinated is when the infections are caused 

by circulating virus variants, with potential 

immune escape mechanism, which might 

reduce the efficacy of vaccines. These are 

called “vaccine breakthrough 

infections/cases”. 

 rife (adjective) – widespread, general, 

common, extensive, prevalent, ubiquitous, 

omnipresent, everywhere, present 

everywhere. 

 imply (verb) – suggest, hint, signal, implicate, 

say indirectly, indicate. 

 hygiene (noun) – cleanliness. 

 move forward (phrase) – make progress, make 

strides; proceed, advance, improve. 

 remnant (noun) – remains, remainder, rest. 

************************************************************************************* 

For demagogues, facts and logic are of little use when shrill rhetoric serves their purpose. For a 

certain type who rely on bigotry in their politics, rhetoric that can act as a dog whistle is a key weapon in 

an electoral battle. Uttar Pradesh Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath’s remark that the State could become 

Kashmir, West Bengal or Kerala if voters committed a mistake, could have been, at any other time or 

context, laughed at for stretching credulity. But the purpose was not to suggest that India’s most 

populous State had much to lose in socio-economic terms if it were to go the way of the three States 

mentioned. Kerala ranks among the best in many a socio-economic indicator, J&K is above average while 

West Bengal is ahead of U.P. in most metrics. Instead, it was to raise a dog whistle. Also, Kerala and J&K 

(and the Kashmir Valley specifically) have a higher proportion of religious minorities than the rest of the 

country while West Bengal too has an above average composition of Muslims. The import of Mr. 

Adityanath’s remark was that the three States/UTs have a polity with a significant minority 

representation. This is unlike U.P., where despite minorities being close to 20% of the population, their 

corresponding proportion in the outgoing Assembly is much lower (5.9%). Muslim legislators are absent 

in the ruling BJP, which won more than three fourths of the seats in 2017. An electoral defeat for the BJP 

would entail higher minority representation, an outcome that the Chief Minister sought to warn against 

in his statement. 

 

The poor indicators on several livelihood factors and socio-economic development in U.P. are 

related to some extent to governance outcomes. The BJP government has sought to address this 
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through welfare delivery — direct benefit transfers and centrally sponsored schemes. In an ideal 

situation, the party would have stood by this record of welfare delivery and its hard-line stance on 

tackling crime. But residents in the State have also suffered during the COVID-19 pandemic on account 

of inadequate primary health infrastructure, besides other structural features that would have helped 

tackle long-term poverty and underdevelopment. Inflation (from fuel price hikes) and rampant 

unemployment have also dented the effect of the minimalist welfare delivery mechanisms. With the 

farmers’ movement in western U.P. making its mark and discontent among other OBC segments eating 

at the formidable social coalition stitched together by the party which helped it win substantially from 

2014 onwards, the BJP and Mr. Adityanath have reverted to the base politics of religious mobilisation 

and attempts at polarisation on these lines. If the indications following the first phase of voting are 

anything to go by, this strategy does not seem to be working. Yet, it would be too naive to expect Mr. 

Adityanath, a Hindutva politician, to change course. 

 

 trumped-up (adjective) – relating to a wrong 

or incorrect accusation/allegation; fabricated, 

unproven, unconfirmed, deceitful, incorrect. 

 rhetoric (noun) – bombast, loftiness, 

hyperbole/extravagant language. 

 illogical (adjective) – unreasonable, 

groundless, baseless, unjustifiable. 

 remark (noun) – comment, statement, 

utterance; opinion. 

 resort to (noun) – recourse to, turning to, the 

use of, utilizing. 

 zeal (noun) – passion, enthusiasm, fervour, 

eagerness, appetite, interest. 

 polarisation (noun) – separation of two 

contrasting groups (based on different 

opinions/beliefs). 

 demagogue (noun) – popular leader, rabble-

rouser, political agitator, soapbox orator. 

 of little use (phrase) –  of little avail; not very 

useful. 

 shrill (adjective) – high-pitched, strident, loud, 

piercing; strong, intrusive. 

 serve (verb) – be of use to, help, assist, give 

assistance to, aid. 

 rely on (phrasal verb) – depend on; resort to, 

have recourse to. 

 bigotry (noun) – prejudice, bias, partiality, 

partisanship, sectarianism, discrimination, 

unfairness, injustice. 

 dog whistle (noun) – political messaging 

employing coded language that appears to 

mean one thing to the general population but 

has an additional, different or more specific 

resonance for a targeted subgroup. 

 key (adjective) – crucial, important, essential. 

 context (noun) – circumstance, condition, 

situation. 

 laugh at (verb) – ridicule, deride, mock, make 

fun of. 

 stretch (verb) – exaggerate, overstate; distort, 

bend, strain. 

 credulity (noun) – blind faith, over-

trustfulness, lack of suspicion, innocence, lack 

of experience, naivety, innocence, ignorance. 

 populous (adjective) – densely populated. 

 indicator (noun) – measure, index, indicator, 

metric. 

 raise (verb) – evoke, induce, kindle, trigger, 

provoke, instigate, foment. 

 Valley (noun) – a low area between hills or 

mountains typically with a river running 

through it. Valley is a metonym of Jammu & 

Kashmir in this context (Metonym is used as an 

alternative for something else with which it is 

closely related/associated). 

 proportion (noun) – ratio, distribution; 

percentage; composition. 

 import (noun) – message, substance, point, 

implication, signification. 

 polity (noun) – a politically organized society. 

 significant (adjective) – notable, important; 

considerable, sizeable, substantial, 

appreciable. 

 corresponding (adjective) – comparable, 

proportional, proportionate, related. 

 outgoing (adjective) – departing, retiring, 

leaving. 
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 legislator (noun) – a member of a legislature 

(parliament/legislative assembly); lawmaker, 

representative. 

 entail (verb) – necessitate, make necessary, 

demand, call for, require. 

 outcome (noun) – result, consequence, 

conclusion. 

 sought past tense of seek (verb) – try, aim, 

attempt. 

 livelihood (noun) – means of making a living 

with the basic necessities (food, water, shelter 

and clothing); means of support, subsistence, 

source of income. 

 address (verb) – tackle, deal with, attend to, 

try to sort out. 

 welfare (noun) – social security, 

government/state benefit, public assistance. 

 Direct Benefit Transfer (DBT) (noun) – a 

scheme launched by Government of India on 1 

January 2013 to transfer the benefits and 

subsidies of various social welfare schemes like 

LPG subsidy, MNREGA payments, Old Age 

Pension, Scholarships etc. directly in the bank 

account of the beneficiary. 

 stand by (phrasal verb) – support, back, 

uphold, defend; abide by, keep, adhere to, 

hold to, stick to. 

 hard-line (adjective) – uncompromising, strict, 

diehard, extreme, tough, inflexible. 

 stance (noun) – position, approach, 

standpoint. 

 on account of (phrase) – because of, owing to, 

due to, as a result of. 

 infrastructure (noun) – the basic physical or 

organisational structure for something (to 

function properly). 

 besides (preposition) – apart from, other than, 

barring. 

 inadequate (adjective) – insubstantial, 

deficient, insufficient. 

 inflation (noun) – simply meaning “cost of 

living”; increase of price level of goods & 

services and vice versa decrease of currency 

value. 

 rampant (adjective) – widespread, present 

everywhere/pervasive, unrestrained/out of 

control. 

 dent (verb) – diminish, reduce, lessen, weaken, 

erode, undermine. 

 minimalist (adjective) – practical, useful, 

utilitarian. (Minimalism is a practical 

approach). 

 mechanism (noun) – procedure, process, 

method, technique. 

 movement (noun) – campaign, drive, push. 

 mark (noun) – impression, effect, impact. 

 discontent (noun) – dissatisfaction, 

disaffection, disgruntlement, grievances, 

unhappiness, displeasure. 

 eat (verb) – bother; annoy.  

 formidable (adjective) – strong & powerful; 

taxing, difficult. 

 coalition (noun) – alliance, partnership, 

coalition, affiliation. 

 stitch together (verb) – join or connect or link 

(something) together. 

 substantially (adverb) – mainly, largely, for the 

most part. 

 revert to (verb) – return, go back, change back. 

 mobilisation (noun) – the act of bringing 

forces/people/resources together for a 

particular cause. 

 line (noun) – course of action, procedure, way, 

method, process. 

 go by (phrasal verb) – follow, observe, keep to, 

abide by, comply with. 

 strategy (noun) – plan of action (in order to 

achieve a more expansive set of political, 

economic, and security interests). 

 naive (adjective) – inexperienced, immature. 

 course (noun) – plan of action, course of 

action, method of working. 

 change course (phrase) – to start doing 

something completely in a different way.  
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